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Report On Intervention In The Two Slums In East Delhi

As mentioned before, the work towards intervention for better functioning of MCD 

schools in Kalyanpuri and Vinod nagar slums in East Delhi was initiated last year. But 

with the progress of work it was increasingly felt that involving the community to take up 

the issue of education and others, are crucial for improving the system and solving the 

problem in a sustainable manner. 

It is in this context that JOSH in collaboration with ISST (Institute of Social Studies 

Trust) initiated a community youth program. The idea was to involve the local youth to 

take up their issues of education, health, PDS and many others proactively. This youth 

group is named MAKSAD.  

Main Objectives:

 To build the capacity of urban poor youth by teaching them English and basic 

computer skills  

 To empower them with different knowledge and skills, which will help them to 

become better citizens 

 To take up issues of education, health, PDS (Public Distribution System) and 

other such issue that affect their daily life. 

Background:

We started by teaching youth from Kalyanpuri and surrounding areas like Trilokpuri, 

Khichripur and Khoda, basic English and computers. Presently we have around 220 

students as part of the MAKSAD group. The idea was to build their capacity in basic 

skills of computer and English so that they are able to access better career opportunities. 

Also according to the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), the country reported a 

total of 51,02, 460 cognizable crimes, of which the crime rate (number of crimes per one 

lakh population) in Delhi grew to 357.2, more than double the national average of 167.7. 

The report also notes the disturbing trend of young people taking to crime in a big way. It

shows that 44.6% of the total arrested criminals during 2006 belonged to the 18-30 year 

age-group. In 2005, the figure was 44% and the trend was uniformly high across the 35 

big cities under survey.
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Therefore the main thought behind initiating this was to involve the youth of these areas 

to build their capacity, and also simultaneously motivate them to address issues that 

affect their daily lives in a constructive manner.  Thus along with teaching computers 

and English, we introduced various thematic and activity oriented workshops. The 

workshops covered issues like Right to Information Act, legalities and how to file an F.I. 

R., Domestic Violence Act, crime against children and juvenile custody etc. There are 

activity oriented workshops also like cartoons and comic workshops, pot painting, book 

binding, theatre etc. 

MAKSAD as an Independent and Democratic Youth Group: A Youth 

Parliament: This is the most crucial part of this intervention. After a couple of months 

of forming this group, we felt that this group should be promoted to function as a self 

sustaining and independent group. 

Therefore keeping this in mind, we proposed to the group that they should have their 

own student committee, which will take care of the group functioning. Thus a committee 

of six was proposed, where two student members will remain static, rest four will be 

elected for a term of two months. Out of these four members two seats were kept 

reserved for girls and two for boys. 

Democratic elections were held, were 16 students nominated themselves. These 

nominated candidates then gave their election speech, after which elections by means of 

secret ballots was held. The final elected members were announced after the votes were 

counted. The six MAKSAD committee members are Ashkeen Sahil Ahmed, Dharmedra, 

Shan-e-Alam, Vicky, Reena and Deepa. 

The six elected MAKSAD 

Committee members 
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The main responsibilities of the committee is to collect the Rs. 10 monthly fees from each 

student, plan different activities for the group, take care of grievance redressal, keep the 

class room clean, arrange for meetings and workshops, undertake fund raising activity 

for the group and look after the overall well being of the students of MAKSAD. 

MAKSAD functions with the ideology of transparency and accountability, therefore all 

accounts (money collected in terms of fees and donations received + expenditure 

incurred for buying stationary, refreshment during workshops, photocopying etc) are 

shared by the Committee to the general body (MAKSAD group) and also displayed on the 

boards. 

Activities: 

 Basic and advance computer skills

 Basic grammar and spoken English  

 Group discussion on various thematic issues like; corruption, present political 

system etc: This is held on the last Friday of every month. The idea is to imbibe 

critical thinking in the minds of these youth. 

 Workshops on various issues: Right to Information Act, Domestic violence, Know 

How about F.I.R, drawing and painting, cartoons and comics, theatre etc

 Workshop on life skills

 Helping drop out students to apply for X and XII standard in National Institute 

for Open School. 

Legal workshop conducted by interns from Symbiosis Law College, Pune
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Students been taught to make cartoons by Sudhir 

Teleng   

Maksad Groups: 

 Research and Survey Team: This team consists of ten members of Maksad. They 

have just completed a survey of 200 households in Kalyanpuri. The survey seeked 

to understand the status of education, health services, PDS in Kalyanpuri. The 

report is in process of compilation. 

 Theatre Group: Nakshatra: This is theatre group of MAKSAD which was borne 

out of the various workshops held at the center. Nakshatra has performed in 

Delhi University, Bhim Rao Ambedkar College and IIT, Delhi. 

Maksad’s New Initiative: 

Free coaching for engineering and IIT: A professional teacher, coaching for 

engineering, IIT and IIM volunteered his time to Maksad. He is coaching under 

privileged students, who have scored 65% and above in X and XII standard and can’t 

afford expensive coaching for engineering and IIT entrance exams.  

MAKSAD-JOSH Fellowship: 

 Four students have been chosen for this small fellowship of Rs. 500, after 

seeing their consistent good performance in class and other activities 

 This fellowship will be for a year, six monthly reviews will be done. 

 The fellowship aims to support students as they learn and share their learning 

with their peers

 These students are now taking computer and English classes, along with the 

other teachers. By doing this we are been able to start more batches and reach 

out to more under privileged youth. 

Lait Mehra: JOSH MAKSAD 

fellow
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Lalit Mehra joined as a student, 

but now teaches English to his fellow classmates.

Our Future Plans: 

 Wall Newspaper: This wall newspaper aims to involve the youth of the 

community to come up with various news of their locality. This will form a 

platform for meaningful and positive dialogue amongst the community. 

 Involve the youth to take up quality of delivery of education in the 

Government run schools proactively. The first step towards this was to 

involve these youth to conduct the baseline survey, which will depict the 

range and kinds of complaints and problems faced by families regarding 

education. Then the different aspects of the problems will be taken up by the 

community youth group. 
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Creating awareness on Right to Information amongst students and youth 

(I) Brief report on the National Youth Convention: 11th and 12th of 

January, Beawar, Rajasthan

The first National Youth Convention on Right to Information and Democracy was held 

on the 11th and 12th of January, 2008 in Beawar, Rajasthan. The convention was attended 

by over 1,000 young participants from both rural and urban areas of 11 states across the 

country. The convention was organized by NCPRI along with JOSH- the Delhi based 

group working with youth , and other organizations from Rajasthan like the MKSS, the 

Jaipur based RTI support group, and citizens groups in Beawar, including the daily local 

newspaper Nirantar. 

The two day convention was held to discuss and focus on the crucial role the youth can 

play in strengthening Democracy through the use of Right to Information on issues of 

social importance. The convention was structured with sessions on role of youth in 

democracy and politics, along with workshops of various concerns like negative impact 

of globalization, gender, communal politics, agriculture, state of Dalits and Adivasis, 

budget analysis, Human Rights, Right to Information, National Rural Employment 

Guarantee Act, Education and Employment and others. The main objective of these 

workshops was to create a general understanding on these issues, the challenges and 

areas,the problems, the role youth can play in addressing these concerns, the role that 

Right to Information can play in facilitating these problems and finally draw out a plan 

for action. These workshops were facilitated by eminent resource persons like, Jean 

Dreze, the MKSS team ( Aruna Roy, Nikhil Dey, Shankar Singh and others), Vrinda 

Grover, Aseem Srivastava, Amit Kanwar, Jogendra Bhagat and others. 

Shri Sandeep Dikshit, Member of Parliament, was present in this occasion and shared 

his views on the state of affairs on present Indian politics and the spaces for youth to get 

involved. In a lively and participative opening panel discussion on youth and political 

involvement, he said the political parties today are like houses with closed windows 

and doors which do not allow any fresh air and light to enter the house. Comparing the 

present recruitment policy of political parties vis a vis the youth, he said that the 

political parties are indulging in ‘mind control’ activities. As a result these parties today 
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do not create the space for dissent or disagreement in political thought for the youth 

joining them. They are unable to differ from the party line. They are then only attracted 

to the positions and the possibility of getting an election ticket. Another important point 

emphasized was that the youth today can no longer ignore political spaces or political 

parties, thinking it is not worth the time and effort to enter a dirty, corrupt and 

dysfunctional system. Youth should create spaces within the system if we want to change 

it. Other speakers in the session included Narayan Singh a young ex Sarpanch from 

Rajsamand District, Jaishankar Pandey an RTI activist from UP, womens rights 

activist Maheswari, and Bhanwar Meghwanshi, a young journalist and dalit activist 

who also coordinated the session. In his closing remarks at the end of the second day 

Sandeep Dixit reiterated the importance of the youth of India to  not get alienated from 

the political system, and even if youth do not directly get involved in “rajniti” as they 

know it, they must get involved in “raj ki niti” (issues of governance).

The workshops held on different issues highlighted and opened up discussion on 

important areas. Resolutions for future action were passed in the closing plenary on the 

right to information, the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, and the Role of 

youth in Democracy. The participants expressed the need for a national forum to take up 

issues related to the implementation of the Right to Information Act. The need for a 

website, a campaign to ensure that RTI becomes part of the curriculum in schools and 

colleges and the need to monitor the decisions/orders of the Central and State 

Information Commissions were the key issues identified. It was also felt that it was 

necessary to work out a strategy to challenge decisions of the Information Commission 

that violate the letter and spirit of the Act and if necessary even approach the Courts.

On the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act it was felt that the youth should 

mobilize and participate in the gram sabhas in large numbers to ensure that the 

provisions of the NREGA – preparation of list of works, payment of minimum wage, 

issuing of job cards and carrying out social audit to ensure transparency in NREGA 

works is  implemented. The participants also suggested that an appeal should be made to 

the Government that RTI and NREGA be made an essential part of the school and 

college curriculum to maximize the opportunities provided by both the legislations in 

ensuring the real participation of all citizens in democracy and democratic decision 

making. 
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The participants also emphasized that the definition of politics should be changed. It 

should not be restricted to party politics alone. It should be expanded to also include 

people’s politics which is running parallel to the mainstream political system. With 

specific reference to electoral politics the participants emphasized that value based 

politics should also be promoted so that poor people’s voice find a place and are reflected 

in mainstream politics. 

Issues related to Dalits, Adivasis and Nomadic tribes were also taken up. The discussion 

highlighted issues and challenges related to livelihood, atrocities and human rights 

violations that are faced by these communities. It was decided that a campaign be 

launched to address these challenges and ensure a life of dignity for these communities.

The second day of the convention started with remembering the contribution and 

message of Swami Vivekanand towards the youth and the larger society. After which the 

participants divided to get into workshops of a different nature. The workshops of the 

second day aimed in kindling the creative and expressive side of the youth, thus there 

were workshops on puppetry, theatre, yoga, films, songs, media and journalism, 

(cartoons and) comics (poster making) and other modes of expression and 

communication. 

On this day, Mallika Sarabhai the well-known artist and her team presented a captivating 

performance. The two-hour performance titled “Unsunee Awazein” drawn from the real 

stories  written by Harsh Mander , an ex civil servant and one of the first RTI activists, 

put across a strong social message to the youth present through a sequence of short 

plays, interspersed with dance and music. The episodes addressed various social issues 

like leprosy, abuse of street children, drug addiction, politics of communal riots, manual 

scavenging, abuse of dalits and adivasis and so on. The emotive performance depicted 

the living conditions of these various communities using popular Bollywood tunes that 

appeal to the youth of today, with lyrics carrying poignant social messages. Mallika 

Sarabhai concluded the show imploring the youth present to “act now” by beginning with 

oneself. It is easy to say we will do something one day, but there are many actions like 

untouchability and discrimination we practice unthinkingly in our daily lives and we 

could start by changing this right away, she said.
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The first day of the convention commenced with a candle light march, which started 

from the historic Chang Gate, where the first dharna demanding for the Right to 

Information was held in the year 1996. The 1000 participants marched single file 

through the market areas of Beawar, where they were greeted with flowers by the 

members of the market association. 

The people of Beawar who identify with the RTI and own the campaign, took complete 

responsibility for the logistical arrangements. Their financial and human contribution 

laid the foundation for a successful convention. This convention was also made possible 

by the benevolent support and contribution of other individuals and groups, (whose 

contributions ranged from small individual donations of ten and twenty rupees, to free 

accommodation being provided at the dharamshalas in the town. The people of Beawar 

took responsibility for meeting the food costs of all the 1000 participants for two days.)

(II) Youth Convention by Tehelka Foundation and Blue Bells School, Delhi: 

JOSH was part of the ‘Youth Convention’ organized by Tehelka Foundation and Blue 

Bells School in Delhi. More than 50 schools across the country participated in this 

convention. JOSH conducted trainings on Right to Information for these students and 

helped them to identify issues for future intervention. 

(III) Transparency and Accountability in Delhi University Campaign: As part 

of the ‘Transparency and Accountability in Delhi University Campaign’   YTF-NC 

(Youth Task Force-North Campus) under the banner of JOSH took up the following 

issues:

 Revelation about CBSE Examination: RTI filed by a student volunteer of 

YTF revealed that the examiners of CBSE Examination take around 14.4 minutes 

to check one paper which a student spends 3 hours to write and for which they 

get Rs. 8.  This is especially crucial revelation because this is the examination 

which claims lives of many students every year who commit suicide after either 

failing or performing poorly, therefore the fact that so little time is spent on a 

paper needs to be seriously looked into by the authorities. 
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 Transparency of examination process: Questions were raised by the 

students regarding the system of Internal Assessment in Delhi University. It was 

revealed that according to the Internal Assessment Ordinance passed in the 

year 2004, it was mandatory for the students to submit assignments at the end of 

the year in each subject, and he/she would be marked on both the exam 

performance and the assignment. This was done with the logic of encouraging 

divergent and creative thinking amongst students. However, this innovative step 

taken up the University remained only on paper, until an RTI filed by one of the 

YTF volunteer revealed the truth. It was revealed that none of the colleges were 

taking assignments and instead made students write short class test of the 

assigned marks. After the truth about the Internal Assessment was revealed mass 

scale campaigning was done. Students did banner signing campaigns to create 

public opinion against these malfunctioning and lack of transparency in the 

University. The banners signed by more than 1000 students were handed over to 

the Vice- Chancellor of Delhi University with the demands of the students.  After 

which a sub committee has been set up to review the implementation of the 

Internal Assessment Ordinance. 

 University Roads got built: Following an RTI application filed by a student 

volunteer of YTF the road in front of Ramjas College, University of Delhi got 

built. This road has been a constant complaint for many passengers for a number 

of years, but none made any effort to find out why this road remained in this 

condition. However, after the RTI was filed asking for the contract copy and other 

vital details regarding this road, the authorities acted immediately to rebuild the 

entire road. 

 Campus street lights started working: Students filed Right to Information 

applications to find out about the light posts in the campus, which got the 

Engineering Department of Delhi University on a run. After the RTI and 

inspection, all the lights in the Arts and Law Faculty are functioning. 

 Revelation of Special bus services for the students: Students filed Right 

to Information applications on Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) to find out the 

timings of the special University buses, better known as U- Specials. The RTI 

revealed that none of the U-Specials ply in tandem to the class timings of the 

University. Authorities mentioned that they ply these buses on their own and 

have no coordination with the University authorities, which then meant that the 
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whole effort of providing special buses for University students was a wasted 

initiated.  Another very crucial revelation in this regard is that every year all the 

student political parties, during election claim different numbers of these U-

special buses that they have got added to the campus for the benefit of the 

students. This RTI revealed that all these claims are absolutely baseless, since the 

DTC authorities had no clue about any of these.   

All these campaigns were widely covered by all the leading news daily. 

(Clippings and videos are available with us.)

Apart from these issues, many other concerns like hostels functioning, scholarship, 

teacher’s time table and such issues have been taken up by YTF students’ volunteers.

Other activities undertaken:

 NREGA Social Audit in Jhalawar, Rajasthan: Many student volunteers of 

JOSH from both Delhi University and Jamia Milia Islamia University 

participated in the five day NREGA social audit. This social audit was a notable 

experience since all the teams were attacked by the people with vested interest. 

Many of these students got beaten up. It was both learning as well as a difficult 

experience for them. It gave them a first hand understanding of the reality on the 

field. They enjoyed and came back with enthusiasm to be part of many more such 

exercises. 

 May Day and Union formation of NREGA workers in Bhim, Rajasthan

by MKSS: JOSH was part of the formation of NREGA workers union in different 

districts of Rajasthan where NREGA has been going on. On the 1st of May, seven 

unions from different districts of Rajasthan were announced by the respective 

workers groups. This is a first time such an initiative has been taken by the 

workers. 

Note: Saurabh had met with an accident on the 16th of Feb ’08, due to which 

he had a knee surgery in AIIMS on 8th of March. Because of his illness, he 

was in bed rest till about 28th of April ’08.   

Annexure : Hindustan Time, Mumbai 
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